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®
Lexis
Visualfiles™ Offers Full OutoftheBox Integration with Land Registry’s

Electronic Document Registration Service
®
LexisNexis® Enterprise Solutions 
has announced that 
Lexis
Visualfiles™
,
(the next generation legal
workflow and case management system) supports full, outofthebox integration with Land Registry’s
electronic Document Registration Service 
(eDRS). Land Registry offers a 50 per cent fee reduction for
certain applications when they are lodged electronically, so conveyancing firms using Visualfiles can
reduce the cost of registrations, minimise errors and reduce risk through electronic audit trails.

Visualfiles is currently the only case management system to fully integrate with both the Information
Services and eDRS offered through Land Registry’s business to business transactional channel –
Business Gateway. This means that conveyancers using Visualfiles can automate the entire process –
from accessing Land Registry information, through to creating and submitting applications in XML
format. Unlike other case management system integrations where users have to manually input
information into the eDRS portal, Visualfiles automatically processes the details into Land Registry’s
format, delivering it within seconds via eDRS. In addition, Visualfiles seamlessly automates the
collection of the Title Register into Visualfiles, enabling conveyancers to record, review and check the
accuracy of the changes made.
"Land Registry is pleased that Lexis Visualfiles now integrates with our systems through Business
Gateway, our automated service for case management systems to access our property records,” said
James Rippin, Business Gateway Product Manager at Land Registry. “This enables their clients to have
seamless, automated connectivity when lodging applications to change the Register, and receive their
application results in PDF and XML formats – improving accuracy and speed whilst reducing risk."
Land Registry’s transaction for value data from 2013 shows that more than 60 per cent of sales carried
out by the UK’s 10 largest conveyancers, are undertaken using Visualfiles.
“Our customers find this level of integration invaluable as Land Registry moves towards becoming a
more digital organisation,” commented Nigel Williams, Visualfiles Product Manager at LexisNexis
Enterprise Solutions. “The introduction of this new functionality is yet another example of how we are
ensuring that Visualfiles continues to meet the most current needs of our customers.”
This integration in Visualfiles is enabled by LexisNexis’ partnership with 
Zylpha
, a provider of secure
electronic document production and delivery solutions, for niche, complementary, addon solutions. The
partnership encourages the development of addon applications for Visualfiles customers, allowing
LexisNexis to concentrate on advancing the strategic platform functionality that underpins the broad
range of solutions required by legal services providers across the sector.
Lexis Visualfiles is the most widely used legal workflow and case management system in the UK, with
more than 26,000 registered users in firms ranging from five to over 1,000 employees. It is a proven,
flexible and powerful entitybased system that allows firms to control their business processes. The
solution’s unique rapid application development capabilities empower organisations to customise the
system to easily and quickly accommodate new market developments and changing business
requirements.
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LexisNexis Legal & Professional (
www.lexisnexis.com
) is a leading global provider of content and
technology solutions that enable professionals in legal, corporate, tax, government, academic and
nonprofit organisations to make informed decisions and achieve better business outcomes. As a digital
pioneer, the company was the first to bring legal and business information online with its Lexis® and
Nexis® services. Today, LexisNexis Legal & Professional harnesses leadingedge technology and
worldclass content, to help professionals work in faster, easier and more effective ways. Through close
collaboration with its customers, the company ensures organisations can leverage its solutions to reduce
risk, improve productivity, increase profitability and grow their business. Part of Reed Elsevier,
LexisNexis Legal & Professional serves customers in more than 100 countries with 10,000 employees
worldwide.
®
As a leading provider of software platforms, LexisNexis
Enterprise Solutions (
www.lexisnexises.co.uk
)
works with customers to drive productive, efficient and reliable business decisions. Its solutions include
®
®
®
Lexis
Visualfiles™, for case management and workflow; Lexis
InterAction
, a customer relationship
management tool; and LexisOne™, an enterprisegrade business management solution powered by
®
Microsoft Dynamics
AX.
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